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The Bank is both the national-level organization for Ja-

pan’s agricultural, fi sheries and forestry cooperatives as 

well as an institutional investor that plays a major role in 

the fi nancial and capital markets through investment of 

large amounts of funds in Japan and overseas. Naturally, 

the Bank adheres to decisions made within the Council 

of Delegates comprising representative members of all 

shareholders. At the same time, the Supervisory Com-

mittee and the Board of Directors, as stipulated by the 

Norinchukin Bank Law, are organized to share duties 

as well as coordinate the Bank’s decision-making, while 

taking into consideration the internal and external situa-

tions of the cooperatives.

The Supervisory Committee is responsible for submit-

ting agendas for discussion and reporting to the Council 

of Delegates as well as for making decisions on impor-

tant issues related to agricultural, fishery and forestry 

cooperatives. The Supervisory Committee also has the 

authority to oversee business activities performed by 

directors. This includes the authority to request that 

board members attend meetings to explain their busi-

ness activities and to request the Council of Delegates 

to dismiss board members. The Supervisory Committee 

members have been selected from among board mem-

bers of cooperative organizations, people engaged in 

the agriculture, fi shery and forestry industries, as well 

as individuals with an in-depth knowledge of finance. 

Supervisory Committee members are recommended 

The Board of Directors makes decisions regarding the 

execution of business activities, excluding those matters 

under the jurisdiction of the Supervisory Committee, 

and performs a cross-checking function on the exercise 

of directors’ business affairs. Members of the Board are 

elected by the Supervisory Committee and assume their 

positions upon approval of the Council of Delegates. Of 

the seven board members, two of them are appointed 

as members of the Supervisory Committee. Hence, 

decisions made by the Supervisory Committee and the 

Board of Directors are closely coordinated.

by the Nomination Committee, which mainly consists 

of representatives of the Bank’s members, and are then 

appointed by the Council of Delegates. Under the juris-

diction of the Supervisory Committee are the JA Bank 

Headquarters Committee and the JF Marine Bank 

Headquarters Committee, which are composed of rep-

resentative committee members of cooperatives and the 

Bank’s directors. These committees deliberate on basic 

policies of the banking business conducted by the agri-

cultural and fi shery cooperative organizations as well as 

on operational guidance for the Bank’s members acting 

in the name of the headquarters.

■ The Norinchukin Bank’s 
 Management System

■ Supervisory Committee

■ Board of Directors

Supervisory Committee Board of Directors

JA Bank Headquarters Committee JA Marine Bank Headquarters Committee

Audit & Supervisory Board Members/
Audit & Supervisory Board

Nomination Committee
(recommends Supervisory Committee members,

Directors, and Audit & Supervisory Board Members)

Members

Council of Delegates

Management System of the Bank

Corporate Governance

Audit & Supervisory Board Members are elected di-

rectly by the Council of Delegates, and are responsible 

for auditing the decisions of the Supervisory Committee 

and the Board of Directors as well as for general over-

■ Audit & Supervisory Board 
 Members/Audit & Supervisory Board
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Initiatives for Strengthening Internal Control

For the Bank to fulfill its fundamental mission as the 

central organization for Japan’s agricultural, fi sheries and 

forestry cooperatives as well as its social responsibility, 

the Bank views the construction of management control 

systems as its highest priority. It has established basic 

policies for internal control to secure compliance with 

corporate ethics rules and relevant laws and regulations, 

proper management of risks, as well as appropriate busi-

ness activities in general.

(1) To ensure sound management through compliance 

with laws and regulations, the Bank has established 

its Code of Ethics and Compliance Manual. It has 

taken steps to ensure that all directors and employees 

are fully aware of the importance of strict observance 

of laws and regulations, and performance of their du-

ties with integrity and fairness.

(2) To ensure that directors act in compliance with laws 

and regulations, their activities are monitored and 

audited by other directors and Audit & Supervisory 

Board Members. In addition, the Compliance Divi-

sion, which supervises the Bank’s overall compliance 

matters, reviews important decisions in advance.

(3) With regard to compliance matters, the Bank has set 

up the Compliance Hotline System, which allows em-

ployees to turn to the Compliance Division or outside 

legal counsel for advice or to fi le a report.

(4) The Bank institutes a Compliance Program each 

fiscal year, which includes systematic compliance 

promotion and education and training programs for 

employees.

(5) The Bank takes a strong and resolute stance against 

anti-social elements that pose a threat to social order 

and security, and blocks all relationships with them.

(6) With regard to internal controls on financial report-

ing, the Bank has in place measures to ensure that 

such reporting is reliable and appropriate.

■ Basic Approach

■ Basic Internal Control Policy
 ● Systems for Ensuring Duties Exercised by 

Directors and Employees Conform to Rel-

evant Laws and the Articles of Association

* According to Article 24-3 of the Norinchukin Bank Law, at 
least one of the Audit & Supervisory Board Members must 
satisfy all of the following conditions: 
(1) The member must not be a director or employee of a 

corporation that is a member of The Norinchukin Bank.
(2) The member must not have held the positions of director, 

member of the Supervisory Committee, or employee of The 
Norinchukin Bank, or the position of director, accounting 
advisor (if the advisor is a corporation, then an employee 
who performs such duties), executive officer or employee 
of one of the Bank’s subsidiaries, in the five years prior to 
their appointment.

(3) The member must not be the spouse or relative within the 
second degree of kinship of a Norinchukin Bank director, 
Supervisory Committee member, manager or other impor-
tant employees.

sight of the Supervisory Committee and board members’ 

business activities. Moreover, the Audit & Supervisory 

Board, comprised of Audit & Supervisory Board Mem-

bers, is established in accordance with the Norinchukin 

Bank Law. In addition, of the fi ve Audit & Supervisory 

Board Members, three of them satisfy the conditions 

stated in Article 24-3 of the Norinchukin Bank Law*, 

and are equivalent to external auditors in publicly traded 

companies.

In light of the spirit of the Corporate Governance Code, 

the Bank has formulated a Basic Policy on Norinchukin 

Bank Governance. 

■ Basic Policy on Governance
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(1) Important documents related to the execution of 

directors’ duties, such as minutes of Board of Direc-

tors meetings and other important meetings, as well 

as documents requiring approval, are properly man-

aged by specifying their retention period and man-

agement standards.

(2) The Bank’s business units are obligated, upon the 

request of directors, executive officers and Audit & 

Supervisory Board Members, to present information 

related to the performance of their duties for their in-

spection.

(1) The Bank views the proper implementation of risk 

management as a major business challenge for main-

taining a business that is safe and sound while simul-

taneously establishing a stable profit base. Accord-

ingly, the Bank has established basic policies for risk 

management that set out the types and defi nitions of 

risks that the management must be aware of, and risk 

management systems and frameworks.

(2) Risks that need to be managed are divided into two 

types. The first type consists of risks that the Bank 

takes on proactively and deliberately with the goal 

of generating profit. These risks include credit risk, 

market risk and liquidity risk. The second type of 

risk is operational risk. Based on the nature of these 

various kinds of risks, the Bank has established risk 

management policies and procedures, and undertakes 

risk management for the Bank and its group compa-

nies from a comprehensive and unified perspective. 

To properly carry out these risk management activi-

ties, the Bank has established decision-making bodies 

and units to be in charge, clearly defi ned each of their 

roles and responsibilities, and taken steps to imple-

ment an appropriate risk management system.

(3) The Bank carries out comprehensive and more 

sophisticated risk management through economic 

capital management, which measures various kinds 

(1) The Bank establishes its medium-term management 

plans, business plans and other plans for business ex-

ecution, and periodically assesses their progress.

(2) To ensure that decision making by the Board of Di-

rectors is effi cient, the Bank has formed committees 

composed of directors and executive offi cers to which 

the board delegates specifi c matters and tasks for im-

plementation. The Bank has also formed councils to 

discuss management issues on a regular or as-needed 

basis. Their duties include the discussion of proposals 

on matters to be decided by the Board of Directors.

(3) To ensure that directors and employees perform their 

duties effi ciently, the Bank takes steps to improve its 

organizational system by clearly establishing its orga-

nizational structure, authorities and responsibilities.

(1) To ensure the proper operation of the Norinchukin 

Bank Group, the Bank has established basic policies 

for the operation and management of its group com-

panies according to the group company’s type of busi-

ness, scale and importance.

(2) Based on business management agreements concluded 

between the Bank and each group company, matters 

relating to management, matters relating compliance, 

matters relating to risk management and matters relat-

ing to internal audits to be discussed and reported, to 

of risks and ensures that total risk capital remains 

within the limits of the Bank’s regulatory capital re-

quirement.

(4) To comply with requirements for ensuring manage-

ment soundness set forth in the Norinchukin Bank 

Law, the Bank conducts regulatory capital manage-

ment based on the conditions stipulated in laws and 

regulations.

(5) In the case of a major natural disaster, the Bank 

makes necessary preparations to maintain its busi-

ness continuity.

 ● Systems for Retaining and Managing 

Information Related to Directors’ 

 Execution of Duties

 ● Rules and Other Systems for Managing 

the Risk of Loss

 ● Systems for Ensuring Effi cient 

 Execution of Directors’ Duties

 ● Systems for Ensuring that Operations are 

Conducted Properly at the Group Compa-

nies of the Bank and its Subsidiaries
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Establishing a supervisory management framework

Autonomous and continuous initiatives

Basic Internal Control Policy

Supervisory
Committee

Audit &
Supervisory

Board
Members/

Audit &
Supervisory

Board

Dealing
with

compliance

Dealing
with
more

sophisticated
risk

management

Dealing
with

legislative
revisions

Internal
Audit

Board of
Directors

PDCA
cycle

Monitoring

Initiatives for Strengthening Internal Control 

(1) The Offi ce of Audit & Supervisory Board Members, 

an independent unit, has been formed by the Bank to 

assist Audit & Supervisory Board Members in fulfi ll-

ing their duties.

(2) In principle, three or more full-time employees are 

assigned to the Offi ce of Audit & Supervisory Board 

Members to perform clerical work to help administer 

the Audit & Supervisory Board and other tasks speci-

fi ed by its members.

 ● Details regarding Staff who Support Audit 

& Supervisory Board Members and Their 

Independence from Directors, as well 

as Details to Ensure the Effectiveness of 

Instructions Given to Such Staff.

(1) To contribute to the proper operation of its business, 

the Bank has created the Internal Audit Division, 

which is independent of units that carry out business 

operation. The Bank strives to maintain a system to 

ensure that internal audits are effectively carried out 

for its entire operations.

(2) Internal audits are conducted for the Bank and 

group companies that have concluded agreements 

for audits, and are implemented based on an audit-

ing plan approved by the Board of Directors.

 ● Internal Audit System

ensure smooth and appropriate operation within the 

group have been decided, and the status of execution of 

business at each group company is monitored.

(3) In group companies, the Bank provides appropriate 

guidance, advice and supervision and conducts perfor-

mance reviews in order to improve rules and other sys-

tems for managing the risk of loss, systems for ensuring 

the efficient execution of directors’ duties and systems 

for ensuring duties exercised by directors and employees 

conform to relevant laws and the Articles of Association.

(3) The Internal Audit Division periodically reports a 

summary of audit results to the Board of Directors 

and related divisions.

(4) Members of the Internal Audit Division meet peri-

odically and as needed with Audit & Supervisory 

Board Members and accounting auditors to ex-

change views and information as well as to better 

coordinate their auditing activities.
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Fully aware of the importance and value of audits by 

Audit & Supervisory Board Members, the following sys-

tems have been created to ensure that they are conducted 

effectively.

(1) Audit & Supervisory Board Members are allowed 

to attend Board of Directors meetings, Supervisory 

Committee meetings and other important meetings, 

and are free to express their opinions.

(2) Representative directors and Audit & Supervisory 

Board Members periodically meet to exchange views.

(3) Directors, executive offi cers and employees must co-

operate with Audit & Supervisory Board Members’ 

investigation and interview requests.

(4) In general, directors, executive offi cers and employees 

must comply with the matters set forth in the Rules of 

the Audit & Supervisory Board and the Standards for 

Audits.

 ● Other Systems to Ensure Effective 

 Conduct of Audits by Audit & 

 Supervisory Board Members

(1) When a director discovers information that could 

cause serious damage to the Bank and the Bank 

Group, it must be reported immediately to the Audit 

& Supervisory Board.

(2) When the Compliance Division discovers informa-

tion that is important from a compliance perspective 

or that is vital to the compliance system in general 

in the Bank and the Bank Group, the division must 

report these matters to Audit & Supervisory Board 

Members.

(3) The Internal Audit Division reports its findings re-

garding internal audits to Audit & Supervisory Board 

Members, and the two groups engage in discussion 

periodically.

(4) Documents related to major decisions and other impor-

tant documents related to business conduct are provid-

ed to Audit & Supervisory Board Members for review.

In addition to reports based on the provisions of the 

preceding paragraph, the Compliance Division receives 

reports on the internal reporting situation in group com-

panies from the department in charge of the group com-

pany internal reporting program and reports to Audit & 

Supervisory Board Members.

Ensures that directors and employees of the Bank and 

those of the group companies who report to Audit & Su-

pervisory Board Members for appropriate purposes are not 

discriminated against for reasons of having made the re-

port, and that this is thoroughly understood and enforced.

In order to defray expenses, etc., arising due to the 

performance of duties by Audit & Supervisory Board 

Members, an appropriate budget framework shall be 

established, and except when deemed not necessary for 

the performance of duties by Audit & Supervisory Board 

Members, all expenses claimed by Audit & Supervisory 

Board Members shall be borne by the Bank.

 ● Systems for Directors and Employees to 

Report to Audit & Supervisory Board Mem-

bers and Other Systems for Reporting to 

Audit & Supervisory Board Members

 ● Systems for Directors and Employees 

of a Group Company, or Persons Re-

ceiving Reports from Said Directors 

and Employees, to Report to Audit & 

Supervisory Board Members

 ● Systems to Ensure that Persons who 

 Report to Audit & Supervisory Board 

Members Are Not Discriminated Against 

for Reasons of Having Made the Report

 ● Policy Pertaining to Expenses Arising 

Due to Performance of Duties by Audit 

& Supervisory Board Members

(3) Employees assigned to the Offi ce of Audit & Supervi-

sory Board Members work in accordance with the in-

structions of the Audit & Supervisory Board Members.

(4) Full-time Audit & Supervisory Board Members’ views 

on the performance evaluations of the employees as-

signed to the Office of Audit & Supervisory Board 

Members and their reassignment to other departments 

are obtained in advance and duly respected.
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Internal audits are implemented by instituting individual 

audit execution plans based on medium-term and annual 

internal audit plans approved by the Board of Directors.

An efficient and effective audit execution plan is 

established after first understanding the status of risk 

management in the department to be audited, and con-

fi rming the suffi ciency of required auditing resources, 

and then taking into account the frequency and depth of 

the audit based on the type and extent of risks.

After audits are completed by the Internal Audit Di-

vision, the audited divisions or branches are notifi ed 

of the results by the Internal Audit Division. The au-

dited divisions or branches are to take corrective ac-

The Internal Audit Division is conducting audits con-

forming to IIA* standards, as well as conducting audits 

in the spirit of the internal auditing standards of vari-

ous countries including Japan where the Bank is based.

Furthermore, to ensure the effectiveness and improve-

ment of internal audits, personnel with highly special-

ized knowledge are assigned to the Internal Audit Divi-

sion. After assignment, they continue to upgrade their 

knowledge and skills through training and are encour-

aged to obtain external qualifi cations.

In addition, the Internal Audit Division makes use of 

a variety of auditing methods to conduct internal audits 

effectively and effi ciently. They include off-site audits for 

which on-site auditing is not required, off-site monitor-

ing to gather daily audit-related information, and unan-

nounced audits.

* IIA (The Institute of Internal Auditors Inc.) is an international 
body relating to internal auditing that aims to improve the 
expertise of internal auditors and establish their professional 
status.

■ Preparation of Internal Audit Plans

■ Reporting of Audit Results and 
 Follow-Up

■ Implementation of Effective Internal 
Audits

The Bank defi nes internal audit as objective and ratio-

nal verifi cation and evaluation of the appropriateness 

and effectiveness of the internal management system 

by an independent internal audit unit based on the 

Bank’s business characteristics and risk conditions.

The objective of internal audit is to contribute to 

the proper execution of business by helping audited 

divisions develop corrective action plans to resolve 

issues that have been identifi ed as a result of verifi ca-

tion and assessment, and then by verifying the effec-

tiveness of these plans.

The scope of internal audit includes all operations 

and assets managed by all divisions and branches of 

the Bank. Internal audits are conducted on affiliates 

that have signed agreements for business audits and on 

contractually outsourced businesses for which busi-

ness audit contracts have been signed as long as these 

audits do not infringe on the scope of agreements, 

contracts, laws and regulations. For businesses of af-

filiates and contractually outsourced businesses that 

are not subject to audit, internal audits are conducted 

on the management status of relevant businesses by 

responsible divisions.

The Bank’s Board of Directors has established the 

Internal Audit Policy, which sets out basic internal 

auditing functions, including the definitions, objec-

tives, scope and positioning of auditing within the 

organization.

Based on this policy, the Bank has established the 

Internal Audit Division as an internal auditing unit that 

is independent from other business divisions.

In addition, the Bank has formed the Internal Au-

dit Committee, which includes representative direc-

tors. The purpose of the committee is to consider and 

discuss matters related to internal audits in general, 

including planning, implementation and improvements, 

and to facilitate reporting of internal audit matters to 

the management and follow up of audit results.

Moreover, the Internal Audit Division, Audit & 

Supervisory Board Members and accounting auditors 

■ Position of the Internal Audit

■ Outline of the Internal Audit System

Internal Audit System

meet to exchange views and information on a periodic 

and as-needed basis in order to strengthen their coop-

erative efforts.
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In order to ensure the effectiveness of internal audits 

and aim to upgrade and improve them, the Internal Au-

dit Division carry out ongoing review of internal audit 

quality and self-evaluations once a year, as well as hav-

■ Quality Assessment of Internal Audits

The Internal Audit Division audits the Bank’s assets and 

verifi es the accuracy and appropriateness of the Bank’s 

internal ratings, self-assessments, loan write-offs and 

amounts of capital set aside for reserves.

The Internal Audit Division performs assessment of 

internal control systems pertaining to financial report-

ing in accordance with generally accepted assessment 

standards for assessment of internal control systems per-

taining to fi nancial reporting published by the Business 

Accounting Council.

* Financial reporting refers to the consolidated financial state-
ments included in business reports created in accordance with 
the provisions of Article 80, paragraph 2, of the Norinchukin 
Bank Act and Article 111, paragraph 2, of the Ordinance for 
Enforcement of the Norinchukin Bank Act.

■ Auditing of Assets

■ Implementation of Assessment of 

Internal Control Systems Pertaining 

to Financial Reporting*
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Reporting

Overview of Internal Audit System

tions on the recommendations by the Internal Audit 

Division by specified deadlines. They prepare cor-

rective action plans when necessary, and report them 

to the Internal Audit Division.

The Internal Audit Division reports and explains 

its audit results together with the audited divisions’ 

report to a director in charge and Audit & Supervi-

sory Board Members. In addition, a summary of the 

audit results is reported to the Board of Directors on 

a quarterly basis, and reports on the performance of 

internal audits are presented to the Supervisory Com-

mittee periodically. Matters of special importance 

must be immediately reported to President and Chief 

Executive Offi cer, Audit & Supervisory Board Mem-

bers and the Board of Directors, and, when deemed 

necessary, to the Supervisory Committee as well.

ing quality assessments carried out at least once every 

three years, in principle, by an external specialist, such 

as an auditing fi rm.
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As a fi nancial institution whose business is founded fi rst 

and foremost on trust and confi dence, the Bank recognizes 

that the creation of an enhanced and more effective com-

pliance framework is becoming an increasingly important 

management objective, especially in light of strong public 

criticism of corporate and other organizational impropri-

eties and the signifi cant expectations behind them today.

As a global fi nancial institution that plays a central role 

in Japan’s financial system, and the national-level finan-

cial institution serving as the umbrella organization for 

JA Bank and JF Marine Bank, the Bank is committed to 

fulfilling its basic mission and social responsibilities. To 

prove itself worthy of its customers’ and members’ trust 

and expectations in light of changes in the social and busi-

ness environment, the Bank continues its unceasing ef-

forts in the area of compliance by managing its business 

in accordance with societal norms, for instance by fully 

complying with laws and regulations based on the prin-

ciple of total self-reliance. We are also constantly working 

to achieve a higher degree of transparency by emphasizing 

proper disclosure and accountability.

As part of this effort, we have defi ned our basic compli-

ance policy in our Code of Ethics and a code of conduct 

for all directors and employees. To further ensure full 

compliance awareness among all directors and employees, 

we have incorporated in the Compliance Manual the fol-

lowing sections: the “Interpretation of laws and regulations 

to be observed by directors and employees of the Bank.” 

These measures will ensure that compliance awareness is 

thoroughly understood and practiced by all directors and 

employees as they go about their daily business.

In response to recent growing societal demand for 

greater customer protection, based on its Customer Protec-

tion Management Policy, the Bank has taken steps to rein-

force its management systems as part of its compliance ef-

forts aimed at winning customer trust. These steps include 

providing explanations to customers, handling customer 

complaints and inquiries, managing customer information, 

managing contractors in the case of outsourcing customer-

related business, and managing transactions that may in-

volve a confl ict of interest with customers.

■ Basic Compliance Policies

COMPLIANCE INITIATIVES

Code of Ethics

1. Fundamental Mission and Social Responsibility 
 We are always aware of the importance of our fundamental mission and social responsibilities, and commit to 

forging even stronger bonds of societal confidence by fulfilling the mission and responsibilities through sound business 

operations.

2. Offering High-Quality Services
 We meet the need of customers by offering customer-oriented services, and fulfil a role as a national-level institution 

engaged in cooperative banking business and contribute to economic and social development through offering high-

quality services which are supported by enhancements in security levels to prepare for natural disaster and for cyber-

attack which threaten the civil life and corporate activities, and by ensuring business continuity at the time of disaster.

3. Strict Compliance with Laws and Regulations
 We comply with all relevant laws and regulations, and conduct business operations in an honest and fair manner in 

response to society’s expectation and trust.

4. Severing Anti-Social Forces and Combating the Threat of Terrorism
 We have a zero-tolerance policy against anti-social forces which threaten the safety and order of civil society, and thor-

oughly sever any relations with them. We endeavor to enhance measures against money laundering and financing of terror-

ism, recognising the current heightened risks of international society being under threat of terrorism, etc.

5. Building Highly Transparent Organizational Culture
 We build a highly transparent organizational culture by respecting employee’s individuality and by ensuring pleasant work-

ing environment considering employee’s health and safety, while endeavoring to enhance communication and maintain 

satisfactory relationships with society, including proactively and fairly disclosing business information.

6. Contribution to Sustainable Society 
 We, as members of society, work closely with local communities, to support them with respect to the human rights of each per-

son and with social issues such as an environmental issue, and we seek to contribute to the realization of sustainable society.

Continuing as a Financial Institution Trusted by the Public
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Customers
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Compliance Framework

The Bank’s compliance framework is comprised of the 

Compliance Committee, the Compliance Division (in 

charge of overall compliance activities), the Headquar-

ters Compliance Offi cer (established in July 2017) and 

the administrative divisions of relevant businesses, as 

well as personnel responsible for compliance, those in 

charge of compliance and compliance leaders assigned 

to the Bank’s divisions and branches. The Compliance 

Committee has been established as a body under the 

Board of Directors to deliberate on basic compliance 

issues. Topics of high-level importance discussed by 

the Compliance Committee are subsequently approved 

by or reported to the Board of Directors.

In addition, the PDCA cycle pertaining to the op-

■ Compliance Activities Directly 
Linked to Management

The Bank’s compliance framework at branches and 

divisions is based on the combined efforts of each 

and every employee, primarily centered on the Gen-

eral Manager of each branch or division as the person 

responsible for compliance, together with a person 

in charge of compliance and a compliance leader. 

Directly appointed by the General Manager of the 

Compliance Division, persons in charge of compli-

■ Compliance Practices within the Bank

eration of the framework is being strengthened by the 

Customer Protection Management Committee, the 

Compliance Framework Analysis and Assessment 

Subcommittee and the Subcommittee for Exclusion-

ary Measures Against Anti-social Element, which are 

subcommittees under the Compliance Committee.
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ance oversee all compliance-related matters at their 

branches or divisions. They are expected to keep 

track of day-to-day compliance activities by using 

checklists to handle requests for advice or questions 

from other members of staff, to organize branch or 

divisional training and educational programs, and to 

liaise with, report to, and handle requests to the Com-

pliance Division.

Since July 2017, the Headquarters Compliance Offi -

cers appointed in the Food & Agri Banking Business, 

the Retail Banking Business and Global Investments 

have been responsible for supporting each headquar-

ters’ operations from the aspect of compliance.

The Compliance Division, supervising overall 

compliance activities, acts as the secretariat for the 

Compliance Committee. It strives to strengthen the 

Bank’s compliance framework by conducting compli-

ance reviews, responding to requests from branches 

and divisions for compliance-related advice, and con-

ducting compliance monitoring, which includes visit-

ing branches and divisions to verify their compliance 

practices directly while providing guidance. 

The Compliance Division has also installed a Com-

pliance Hotline to enable employees to report on com-

pliance issues to the Compliance Division or outside 

lawyers by telephone or email.

The Compliance Division supervises compliance 

activities in the area of customer protection as well, and 

ensures that branches and divisions are practicing com-

pliance while collaborating with other related divisions.

Under the Code of Ethics, the Bank takes a strong and 

resolute stance against anti-social elements that pose a 

threat to social order and security, and in order to block 

all relationships with such anti-social elements, the 

Bank has established a systematic exclusionary system, 

in line with the following basic principles, and strives to 

ensure sound management.

(1) Response as an organization

The Bank has established the foundation of express 

provisions under the Code of Ethics, and will re-

spond as an entire organization, from the top man-

agement downward, and not simply leave it to the 

personnel or department in charge.

In addition, the Bank will guarantee the safety of 

employees who would respond to the unjustifi ed de-

mands from anti-social elements.

(2) Cooperation with outside agencies

In preparation for unjustifi ed demands from anti-social 

elements, the Bank endeavors to establish continuing 

To help victims of bank transfer fraud and similar 

crimes, the Bank has established procedures based on 

the Law Concerning Remedies to Remittance Solicita-

tion Fraud, and is taking steps to prevent such fraud.

The Bank is taking steps to strengthen its group’s 

compliance systems by promoting a common aware-

Each fi scal year, the Bank institutes a Compliance Pro-

gram incorporating its management frameworks for com-

pliance, customer protection and information security, as 

well as promotion of initiatives, education and training 

plans for them. The Compliance Division implements the 

Compliance Program and monitors its progress to further 

reinforce the Bank’s compliance framework.

To improve and strengthen its disclosure initiatives, the 

Bank formed the Information Disclosure Committee in 

fiscal 2006 to discuss the appropriateness of its infor-

mation disclosure initiatives.

■ Cooperation with Group Companies

■ Compliance Program

■ Enhancing Disclosure

The Bank has established policies to prevent money 

laundering and is strengthening preventive measures in 

this area as part of an international cooperative effort.

■ Measures to Prevent Money 
 Laundering

■ Measures to Eliminate Anti-Social 
Elements

■ Measures to Combat Bank Transfer 
Fraud

ness of compliance issues discussed at regular meet-

ings with compliance divisions at its group companies.
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Disclosure Policy

As the national-level financial institution for Japan’s agricultural, fishery and forestry cooperatives, the Bank places 

fulfillment of its basic mission and social responsibilities and management of its business to high standards of trans-

parency by focusing on information disclosure and accountability as its key management priority. Accordingly, the 

Bank strives for appropriate information disclosure by complying with disclosure requirements under applicable for-

eign and domestic laws as well as securities and exchange laws.

Handling of Material Information
1. The Bank considers the following information material and subject to public disclosure:

( i ) Information subject to mandatory disclosure under applicable domestic and foreign laws as well as securities 

and exchange laws.

(ii) Information not subject to mandatory disclosure as (i) above but may have a significant impact on investor 

decisions.

Methods of Disclosure
2. The Bank discloses information that is subject to mandatory disclosure under applicable domestic and foreign 

laws and securities and exchange laws using predefined disclosure procedures, such as the information distribu-

tion systems of domestic and foreign securities and stock exchanges. In addition, the Bank has taken steps to 

diversify its methods of information disclosure, for instance online disclosure.

Fairness of Disclosure
3. When disclosing the aforementioned information, the Bank observes the principle of fair disclosure so that informa-

tion is disclosed timely and appropriately.

Enhancement of Internal Systems
5. To disclose information in line with its Disclosure Policy, the Bank strives to upgrade and expand necessary inter-

nal systems.

Disclosure of Forward-Looking Information
4. The Bank discloses information containing future forecasts to enable capital market participants to accurately 

assess its present condition, future outlook, debt repayment ability and other matters. This forward-looking infor-

mation is based on estimates from information available at the time the forecasts were prepared, and contains ele-

ments of risk and uncertainty. For this reason, actual results may differ substantially from the forecasts because of 

changes in economic and business conditions affecting the Bank’s operations.

Policy Regarding Market Rumors
6. The Bank’s basic policy is to not comment on rumors once it is clear that the source of the rumors did not 

originate from within the Bank. However, when the Bank decides that the rumors could have a major impact on 

capital markets, or when stock exchanges or other parties demand an explanation, the Bank may comment on such 

rumors at its own discretion.

cooperation outside agencies such as the police, the 

National Centers for the Elimination of Boryokudan.

(3) Blocking of relationships including business 

transactions

The Bank shall block all relationships with anti-

social elements including business relationships. In 

addition, unjustified demands from anti-social ele-

ments will be rejected.

(4) Civil and criminal legal responses in times of 

emergency

The Bank shall reject unjustifi ed demands from anti-

social elements and take legal action, if necessary, 

on both a civil and criminal basis.

(5) Prohibition of secret deals and provision of funds

Even in cases where the unjustified demands from 

anti-social elements are based on misconduct related 

to business activity or involving an employee, the 

Bank will absolutely not engage in secret deals. Fur-

thermore, the Bank shall absolutely not provide funds 

to anti-social elements.
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Information Security Initiatives

Because of the rapid progress and evolution of information 

technology, appropriate protection and management of 

information assets (information and information systems) 

have become extremely important management issues.

In transactions with customers, the Bank is in the 

position of receiving information from them and it also 

retains a wide variety of information, which it uses in its 

various businesses. On the other hand, as information 

technology has progressed, the speed of communication 

has rapidly changed. At the same time, the environment 

where information is handled and the purpose of its use 

have become much more diverse. Therefore, because the 

Bank places great emphasis on information security, it is 

further tightening its security-related measures.

The Bank works systematically to enhance its infor-

mation security, centered on the Compliance Division 

with overall responsibility for information security 

planning, promotion and progress management. It ap-

points personnel responsible for information security 

(division, branch and offi ce managers) and staff to be 

in charge of information security in each division and 

branch.

The Bank’s Compliance Committee discusses basic 

issues concerning the Bank’s information security, and 

from the perspective of leakage of information, it is dis-

cussed at Operational Risk Management Committee.

As a Personal Information Handling Business Opera-

tor and Person in Charge of a Process Related to an 

Individual Number, the Bank has created a required 

framework to facilitate the proper handling of Personal 

Information and Individual Number. As part of these 

activities, the Bank educates and trains employees to 

ensure that the information is properly handled and 

managed effi ciently.

In addition, the Bank is working to speed up its re-

sponse to complaints and inquiries regarding the han-

dling of Personal Information. When necessary, it re-

views and improves its measures for handling Personal 

Information and information security management.

■ Importance of Information Security

■ Control Structure

■ Protection of Personal Information

Personal Information Protection Declaration (Summary)

Collection of Personal Information, etc.
Personal Information is collected to the extent needed for business by lawful and just means.

Purpose of Use of Personal Information, etc.
Collected Personal Information, etc. is used to the extent needed in accordance with the purpose of use of the Personal 

Information and the purpose of use of the Individual Number.

Provision of Personal Data (Excluding Individual Number) to Third Parties
Personal data (excluding Individual Number) shall never be provided to third parties without obtaining the prior consent of the user, 

except in special cases.

Handling of Sensitive Information
Sensitive information shall never be collected, used or provided to third parties, except in special cases.

Outsourcing the Handling of Personal Information
Part of the clerical work related to the handling of personal data is outsourced.

Provision of Individual Number to Third Parties
Individual Number shall never be provided to third parties, except in special cases.

Provision of Security Management Measures of Personal Data
The Bank takes steps to securely manage personal data. The Bank conducts necessary and appropriate supervision of its employees 

and contractors.

Disclosure, Revision, Suspension of Use, etc. of Personal Data
The Bank will disclose, revise and suspend the use of personal data in its possession based on the Private Information Protection 

Law.

Inquiries to the Bank
The Bank responds to complaints and inquiries regarding the handling of Personal Information swiftly and in good faith.
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Cultivating High-Quality Human Resources and Improving Organizational Vibrancy

The Bank has established a Basic Policy on Human Re-

source Management and strives to cultivate high-quality 

human resources and improve organizational vibrancy to-

wards becoming a leading bank that supports the agricul-

ture, fi shery and forestry industries, food production and 

consumption, and the daily lives of local communities.

■ Basic Policy

With the goal of training core personnel in each head-

quarters, the Bank is actively providing opportunities for 

them to develop their skills in order to support the self-

motivated efforts of each and every employee. In addition 

to subsidy programs for correspondence courses, certi-

fi cation exams, foreign language study and sending em-

ployees to overseas study and cross-industry seminars, the 

Bank holds after-work training based on required subjects 

in each business fi eld. The Bank holds after-work training 

and group study, etc., by years of service or by rank.

In addition to the three-week entry training, new em-

ployees are sent to JA on-site training, on-site training at 

agricultural corporations and overseas language training 

so that they can have diverse experience in Japan and 

overseas. The Bank also provides on-the-job training and 

conducts a mentoring system for each new employee.

For young, mid-career employees along with manage-

ment-level employees, we are helping them develop their 

careers leading to further growth through such measures 

as sending them on loan to JA and JA Shinnoren. We are 

also deepening employee understanding of the Bank’s 

basic mission by holding workshops led by specialists in 

the cooperative system and the agriculture, fishery and 

forestry industries to develop human resources who can 

play a role as employees of the cooperative system.

■ Human Resource Initiatives

Future Vision

Basic Policy

• Cultivating high-quality human resources and improv-

ing organizational vibrancy who can play a role in 

leading bank that supports the agriculture, fishery and 

forestry industries, food production and consumption, 

and the daily lives of local communities

• Develop human resources capable of demonstrating 

their strengths of their own accord and taking on chal-

lenges boldly from the viewpoint of cooperatives and 

from a global perspective, with a sense of mission to 

support the agriculture, fishery and forestry industries, 

food production and consumption, and the daily lives 

of local communities.

• Based on the principle that each and every employee 

represents the Bank’s biggest assets, we improve orga-

nizational vibrancy by enhancing employee motivation 

and attempting to upgrade and expand work environ-

ment that value mutual collaboration

In line with this basic policy, our effort is focused 

on the planning and management of personnel systems 

including performance and competency assessment 

systems and personnel development. Goals are set during 

interviews between superiors and their subordinates, their 

achievements are validated, and employee competency 

demonstrated in various work-related situations is 

reviewed. Through repetition of this process, the Bank 

promotes employee awareness and efforts to contribute to 

the Bank’s performance and develop competency while 

also supporting it through extensive training options.

For the development of employees’ careers, the Bank 

deploys and assigns personnel based on the competency, 

aptitude and career perspective of each person, and 

supports self-fulfillment through work, by adopting the 

Career Challenge Program (a job transfer application 

system) and the Career Change Program. In addition, the 

Basic Policy on Human Resource Management

Bank is aggressively recruiting and employing highly-

competitive external human resources.

Furthermore, we are promoting our initiative to 

control long working hours and promote flexible 

workstyles, and taking steps to improve health 

management and benefit programs for employees so 

that they can work in a state of good health and with 

peace of mind. In health management, not only does 

it provide periodic health examinations, the Bank 

conducts activities that lead to a healthier life and 

holds mental health counseling sessions with a medical 

specialist. The Bank is also focused on improving the 

work environment such that employees can devote 

themselves to business operations by providing stronger 

child-raising and nursing-care support and establishing 

a system of obtaining legal advice from a lawyer.
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To raise the management capabilities of management-

level employees, we offer programs to send employees to 

study at European and U.S. business schools to develop 

management skills, as well as personal coaching to help 

managers to implement the Bank’s management plan.

Group Training

Personal Development Support

• Career development training: Foster an awareness 

of career development by taking an inventory of 

employee abilities and through self-analysis

• Management training: Acquire and improve knowl-

edge and business skills needed for management, 

including leadership, junior staff development, vision 

making and work efficiency

• Managerial development training: Acquire and 

improve knowledge required for organizational man-

agement, division and branch management, etc.

• The Bank Business School: Improve and deepen under-

standing of basic business management theory and con-

sulting abilities, and build cross-departmental networks

• Financial support for correspondence courses, gaining 

certifications outside the Bank and foreign language 

training: Support for employee self-directed career 

development by partially subsidizing various studies

Other

New Employee Training

• Workplace training system for new employees, 

instructor training, mentorship system

•  Entry training, on-site training at JA, on-site training 

at agricultural corporations and overseas language 

training

• After-work training

• Lectures by specialists from cooperatives, fostering 

of awareness as employees of the cooperative system 

through staff workshops

• Business English language lessons

•  e-Learning

Principal Human Resource Programs

The Bank respects diversity and works to raise awareness 

regarding human rights issues throughout the Group, 

aiming to create a work environment where all directors 

and employees can participate actively.

Toward the establishment of a highly-transparent 

corporate culture that respects individual characteristics 

and creativeness/ingenuity, the Bank formulated a hu-

man rights-related educational and enlightenment policy, 

based on which the Bank strives to deepen the proper 

understanding of directors and employees about human 

rights issues by conducting human rights training for 

all directors and employees every year. Furthermore, to 

prevent harassment in the workplace, we are taking vari-

ous measures such as appointing personnel in charge and 

responsible for human rights and setting up an outside 

consultation hotline.

■ Respect for Human Rights and 
Diversity

Outside Studies

• Graduate School of Business (managers program): 

Acquire advanced management skills at domestic and 

overseas universities

• Overseas study: Acquire specialized knowledge and 

global viewpoint through attendance at an MBA or 

LL.M program

• Overseas branch trainee system: Develop a global per-

spective in less-experienced staff by posting them at 

overseas branches

•  Exchange personnel and acquire specialized knowl-

edge by sending staff to cross-industry training, man-

agement companies, JA and JA Shinnoren

Entry training for new employees

Overseas language training
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New Employee Training

As the main bank for the agriculture, fi shery and forestry 

industries, the Bank has created a unique cooperative 

fi nancing program, aimed at providing support not only 

from the aspect of financial support, but also from a 

business operations perspective to turn the agriculture, 

fi shery and forestry industries into growth industries and 

to support customers’ growth and development.

Although cooperative organizations (JA, JF, JFor-

est and related federations) are taking a leading role in 

these initiatives as fi nancial contact points for leaders in 

the agriculture, fi shery and forestry industries, the Bank 

is focused on providing fi nancial support, etc., to large-

scale leaders, cooperative organizations, etc. This fi nanc-

ing for agricultural, fi sheries and forestry industries has 

been positioned as the Bank’s core business since its 

establishment.

In addition, the Bank’s fi nancing covers a wide range 

of industries, including not only those directly involved 

in the agriculture, fi shery and forestry industries such as 

the food industry where agricultural, fi shery and forestry 

products are processed; the pulp and paper industries; 

the chemical and machinery industries that produce 

production materials for primary industries; and the trad-

ing, supermarket and restaurant industries that distribute 

primary industry products, but also customers in other 

fi elds, including the leasing, credit, IT, telecommunica-

tions, real estate and service industries.

Furthermore, the Bank actively responds to customers 

requiring funding for M&A utilizing its abundant funds 

in yen, and for customers entering the overseas market, 

the Bank leverages its foreign currency funding ability, 

through cooperation among its overseas branches located 

in New York, London and Singapore and branches in Ja-

pan.

Leveraging its deep relationships with leaders in the 

agriculture, fishery and forestry industries, long-term 

transactions with the business community and its do-

mestic and overseas networks, the Bank offers various 

solutions to expand sales, add higher value, reduce pro-

duction costs, and revitalize diverse regions and local 

communities.

FINANCING, etc

Business Outline

The Bank received the Kurumin Certification for 

Childcare Support Company for its efforts to realize a 

work-life balance and support for balancing work with 

childrearing such as providing maternity leave before 

and after childbirth, a support program for employees 

who take childbirth and childcare leave, and a shortened 

working hour program for childcare. In addition, we are 

encouraging male employees to take childcare leave. In 

addition to these measures and our efforts to increase the 

rate of women among new graduate hires, we are helping 

to build a network among female employees by holding 

“Women Employee Career Forums.”

In alliance with Group companies, the Bank established 

Norinchukin Business Assist Co., Ltd. to expand the em-

ployment of people with disabilities. The Bank is striving 

to make a workplace where people with disabilities can 

engage in business duties with high morale and feel se-

cure and rewarded.

■ Initiatives Supporting the Raising of 
Next-Generation Children and Pro-
moting the Active Participation of 
Women

■ Initiatives for Hiring People with Dis-
abilities 

Women Employee Career Forum

MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS / BUSINESS OUTLINE


